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ABSTRACT

The article* presents a study of the use of family humour in public comedy and
the mutual influence of family humour and public humour on comedians’ performances and everyday life. The interrelations between these domains lie at the level
of the content of humour, its format, its performance and the interaction between
humour producers and their audience. Family and public humour often overlap
and interweave in various ways, especially in the experience of those who engage
in humour production both in public and in private spheres.
The study is informed by interviews with UK-based comedians on their family
humorous folklore and its interrelation with their public humour performances.
The interconnection between public and family humour was identified on several
levels: textual, communicative, personal and conceptual.
This multidimensional interplay indicates that family humour is contingent
on the context, but at the same time is often conditioned by comedians’ public
personae and cannot be fully separated from the humour they perform publicly.
The study illustrates the vagueness of the dichotomy between public comic performances and family humour and points to multiple ways in which the boundaries
between these domains can become blurry.
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INTRODUCTION

Stand-up comedians, comic book writers, cartoonists and other humourists have the
opportunity (and challenge) to constantly balance the border between the private
domain of family humour and public humorous performances. While for most people, performing humorous folklore is largely limited to private settings and familiar
audiences, comedians perform humour both privately and publicly on a regular basis.
This paper presents a pilot study on the interconnections between public comic performances and family humorous communication of professional and amateur comedians. The central goal of the article is to determine how the boundaries between public
and family humour are negotiated by those who actively engage in the production of
humour in both settings.
Family life and family humour are conceptualised as part of the private sphere of
life and are thus juxtaposed with the public domain. However, the dichotomy between
public and private is primarily an ideological construct in the sense that it is used as
a metadiscursive label to categorise the cultural objects and articulate the distinction
between them (Gal 2002: 78–79). As with any other explicit and mutually exclusive categorisation, this dichotomy is frequently challenged by empirical evidence. When we
look closely at the topics and forms of family and public humour, we can see that the
borders between them are not always clear-cut and often overlap.
On the other hand, the reference to the dichotomy between public comic performances and private family humour is still a useful methodological tool that helps us
analyse the comedians’ position as mediators between different spheres. It also sheds
light on how comedians make decisions about choice of performance material: the
content that they categorise as private is not considered appropriate for public performances for various ethical and pragmatic reasons (i.e., wanting to keep what passes
between family members confidential or aiming at a more generally recognisable performance). The humour performed in public, as well as the public persona of a humourist, have to follow certain conventions to be accepted by the audience. The paper will
explore how these conventions are negotiated in the family setting, and to what extent
public and private humour interweave in comedians’ lives.
T H E O R E T IC A L BAC KG RO U N D A N D L I T E R AT U R E OV E RV I E W

The theoretical foundations of my research primarily lie in the field of folklore studies.
Many of the concepts that are situated at the core of public and private humour have
been recurrent keywords in folklore studies: the notions of in- and out-group, performance, text, context and identity are instrumental to understanding how people engage
with humour in different settings. I also draw on numerous insights from the interdisciplinary field of humour studies, which has explored public and family humour through
various methodological approaches.
The discussion of humour production and appreciation in the context of group
communication often revolves around constructing and maintaining group boundaries and a shared identity. Gary Alan Fine (1977; 1979) focused on interactions within
small groups, and coined the term ‘idioculture’ to refer to these groups’ communicative
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practices, as well as the term ‘idiowit’ that denotes the humorous aspects of idioculture
(1977: 315). He also emphasised the role of humour in self-presentation and identity
construction (Fine 1984). In-group humour can not only define the boundaries of the ingroup, but also comment on and even challenge the power relations within it. It can also
reflect the closeness and reaffirm shared perceptions of the past experiences of a group,
especially if a groups is small and its members are intimately related (Oring 1984: 21).
The family has been recognised as a particular kind of group in the context of
humour use. The affect of the family environment can be seen on the level of humour
appreciation (Wilson et al. 1977) and accounts for the existence of family humour
styles (Everts 2003). As I have argued elsewhere (Fiadotava 2018; 2020a; 2020c), family
humour is always tightly connected to the personal experiences of family members, and
its performances add new layers to the relationship between the performer and their
audience. Family units share many features with other informal groups (for example,
groups of friends) when it comes to humorous communication. However, they also
have some distinct features: family members normally spend significantly more time
together (both in terms of frequency and duration of communication) and thus encounter many diverse communication settings where they can use humour. Such a dense
humorous interaction means that romantic and family couples’ perceptions of each
other’s humour is important for maintaining their relationships (see Alberts 1991, Ziv
and Gadish 1989). Therefore, even though humour might be regarded as a trivial matter in family communication, and family members often do not consciously reflect on
it, humorous interactions within a family play a vital role in maintaining relations and
making sense of shared experiences.
The public aspect of humorous performances that occur outside of families and
other informal groups has also been one of the subjects of scholarly research. Giselinde
Kuipers (2011) addressed the issue of the politics of humour and the power dynamics
of its use in the public sphere by analysing the controversies that arose after the publication of the ‘Muhammad cartoons’ in Denmark in 2006. This example, along with several
other cartoons and a comic impersonation on television, were also discussed by Adrian
Hale (2018) in the context of failing high-profile public humour.
The studies of professional and amateur comedians have largely focused on the
comedians’ routines per se and the ways they are presented (see, for example, Rutter 1997; Greenbaum 1999; Scarpetta and Spagnolli 2009; Brodie 2014, etc.), the personalities of comedians (see, for example, Janus 1975; Greengross 2009; Greengross et
al. 2012; Ando et al. 2014, etc.) and the effect of comedy on its audience and society
at large (see, for example, Zoglin 2009; Miles 2014; Quirk 2015, etc.). The studies that
address the interrelation between comedians’ public humour and their private family
circumstances are scarcer. This topic was generally raised in the general discussions
of stand-up comedians’ socio-demographic background (Stebbins 1990: 60–68), the
effect of family life on the comedians’ personae, repertoire and skills (see, for example,
Double 2005) and the ways families feature in their routines (Dore 2018). However, little has been said about the multiple ways comedians’ public and family humour can
influence each other.
The humour of stand-up comedians is an interesting and ambiguous example of
humour that belongs to the public sphere but at the same time incorporates many features of private humour. While Gil Greengross (2009: 6) argues that professional standFiadotava: Comedians’ Mediation between Family Humour and Public Performance
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up comedians “do not represent mundane occurrences of humour and laughter, but
rather exemplify an exaggerated form of public humor”, other researchers articulate the
boundary between public and private humour in stand-up comedy in a more nuanced
way. John Limon (2000: 6) argues that “comedians are not allowed to be either natural or artificial”, thus underscoring that stand-up comedy involves constantly shifting
between the immediacy of private humour and the ‘constructedness’ of public comedy.
Ian Brodie (2014) in his seminal study of stand-up comedy elaborates on this idea. He
points out that stand-up comedians in their performances experience “the tension of
someone existing simultaneously outside and inside the group” (ibid.: 69), and standup comedy itself is “an indeterminate place between mediated and intimate cultures”
(ibid.: 37). Antti Lindfors (2019b: 17) also discusses stand-up comedians’ self-mediation
in the public sphere “within a performance form founded on ideals of immediacy, actuality, and self-presence”.
This peculiar position of stand-up comedians has mainly been analysed within
the context of their performances, but there is also another side to it. Personal experiences that comedians communicate on stage, as well as the very fact that they perform
humour publicly, can be reflected in their intimate humorous communication. This
study intends to uncover this connection not only by analysing stand-up comedians’
experiences, but also by incorporating the perceptions of other people who produce
public humour. While stand-up comedians definitely differ from comedy writers and
cartoonists because their performances presuppose immediate contact with their audiences, the latter also engage in public humour production and interact with their readers, although in a mediated way. Building upon previous scholarship on the use of
humour in public and private spheres, as well as on studies of comedians, I intend to
explore how the interrelations between these spheres manifest themselves within particular peoples’ experiences.
M E T H O D S A N D DATA

This research is based on ten interviews with UK-based professional and amateur
comedians on the role of humorous folklore in their families and its interrelation with
their public humour performances. While this was not my initial intention, the gender
composition of the interviewees ended up mirroring the uneven gender distribution in
comedy (see, for example, Seizer 2011: 221; Marx 2016: 280), with nine male comedians
and only one female respondent. Most of my interviewees were stand-up comedians,
but the group also included a cartoonist and a comedy writer.1 The interviews were
conducted in March–April 2019, with eight of them taking place in person (of which
seven were in London) and a further two conducted via Skype. The questionnaire (see
Appendix) focused on the interviewees’ family humorous folklore and was almost
identical to the one used in my research on family humour among Belarusian families
(see Fiadotava 2020c). I relied on my interviewees’ emic understanding of the concept
of family; thus, some of them focused exclusively on their nuclear family, while others
also discussed the use of humour within their extended families. In addition to asking
for comments on the role of humour in their family life and examples of humorous
folklore, I was also interested in the intersections between their private family humour
and their public performances of humour.
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Each interview took approximately 30–40 minutes and was audio recorded. The
interviews were subsequently transcribed and anonymised. After this, the interview
texts were subjected to qualitative analysis. I took into consideration the complex
accounts of my interviewees’ family humour, but for the purposes of the present paper,
I paid particular attention to the extracts where they provided their reflections on the
intersections between their private and public humour. As a folklorist, I was interested
in the emic perspectives and tried to put them at the centre of my analysis. Unfortunately, I did not have a chance to interview comedians’ family members, so the empirical part of my study consists only of the reflections of the comedians themselves. However, I also intend to put my research in the broader context of humour performances
in public and private interactions, and show the peculiarity of comedians’ position as
mediators between these two domains.
H U M O U R I N P U B L I C A N D P R I VA T E C O M M U N I C A T I O N 2

Making a joke or performing any other kind of humour always presupposes an inter
action with an audience; in order for humour to succeed,3 its performer has to take into
account many factors associated with his or her audience, such as their age, gender,
relations between one another and, with the humour performer, the immediate context
of the performance, as well as the larger social and cultural context, etc. Even in private
communication with a small and familiar audience, it may be not easy to consciously
weigh all these factors, but the task becomes exponentially more complicated in the
case of public humour. A joke-teller inevitably has to make compromises and take risks
when deciding on the content, form and performance of a particular joke.
The content of a humorous utterance has to be both appropriate and incongruent
to be recognised – even if not always appreciated – as a joke (Oring 2003). In private
settings, much of the humour derives from the personal (shared) experience of joke
tellers and their audience (Flamson and Barrett 2008: 264), to the point that it may not
be comprehensible to outsiders (Oring 1984). In such settings, the joke target often coincides with the audience; even in the case of more impersonal humorous genres, such as
canned jokes, the content may be adapted to fit the context of a particular small group
(see for example Fiadotava 2018). In contrast, public humorous communication does
not, in most instances, provide this opportunity for personal adaption, although the
content of public humour also targets and therefore reflects a particular audience (cf.
Kuipers 2011: 73). This becomes particularly evident in the case of such ambiguous and
contested spheres as political and ethnic humour, which can sometimes involve actual
risk for joke tellers and/or their audiences (Oring 2004).
The format of private and public humour also illustrates the fluidity of these two
categories. Private humour is to a large extent conversational and thus highly diverse
in its forms: different genres interweave and create a pattern suitable for a particular
communicative event. Moreover, private humour tends to be economical in its form,
with long narratives often being replaced by ‘kernel’ stories (Kalc̆ik 1975) that evoke
specific memories. Some genres of public humour also come close to private communicative forms (see for example Brodie 2014 for the discussion of stand-up comedy as
a form of small talk). Other genres, such as comedy plays or cartoons, are more rigidly
Fiadotava: Comedians’ Mediation between Family Humour and Public Performance
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structured. They can mimic some aspects of private communication, but they lack its
immediacy and rootedness in the shared experience of its members. However, both
private and public humorous communication has to take into account the tastes of the
audience: not only in terms of content, but also in terms of genre (Kuipers 2006).
Finally, there are certain differences pertaining to the performative dimension of
humour in private and public contexts. The main difference relates to agency distribution between the members of the interaction. In an informal conversation between
family members or friends, participants enjoy a more equal status in terms of humour
production and performance compared to the audience of a stand-up comedy show
(Lindfors 2019a; 2019b), let alone the readers of a comic book or viewers of a humorous
cartoon. Performers in private and in public settings also face different expectations.
In the case of public humour, the audience evaluates not only a particular humorous
instance, but also the stand-up comedian’s expertise in delivering his or her routine, a
writer’s ability to master style, or a cartoonist’s skill in drawing characters. In contrast,
in private humorous interactions, the audience mainly evaluates only the jokes per se,
rather than expressing any judgements about the joker (Bell 2009).
The differences outlined above may not, however, be as straightforward when it
comes to people who employ humour in both spheres, with the interplay between public and private humour often becoming ambiguous. Indeed, while some of my informants attempted to distance their family humour from their public engagement with
comedy, others argued that it was not possible to draw a clear boundary between the
two. The interconnection between public and family humour can be identified on several levels: textual (how the comedians adapt their family humour to their public performances), communicative (how being a comedian affects communication with family
members), personal (how family members evaluate comedians’ personalities during
private humorous interactions) and conceptual (how the status of comedian influences
the understanding of the notion of humour). These levels are mutually dependent
and overlapping, but each of them opens up a specific dimension of comedians’ use of
humour.
Textual Level
My interviewees highlighted the discrepancy between their private jokes and their stage
jokes, comedy writing or drawings. Many of them emphasised that while they actively
use humour both in public and in family communication, humorous items do not travel
between the two domains. Moreover, private and public humour can to some extent
be regarded as mutually exclusive. Describing his humorous communication with his
partner, one of my interviewees mentioned:
We feel that it’s [public and family humour], like, separate… Okay, maybe sometimes I tell a story, and she laughs, and I think: “Oh, this might be funny, it might
become a joke”. But the moment it becomes a joke on stage, it’s not our private joke
anymore. (FM: male, 42 years old)
Such clear differentiation between the jokes delivered publicly on stage and those
enjoyed in a family circle might reflect the desire to keep one’s private life and public
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life separate. Moreover, the discrepancy between public and family humour often has
to do with the amount of context necessary to appreciate a certain joke. Appreciation of
family humour (as well as any other type of inside humour) requires a lot of contextual
knowledge, but this knowledge is not verbalised during the act of joke-telling; instead,
it is assumed that the interlocutors are able to actualise it in their memories without it
being explicitly evoked. Conversely, the audience of a stand-up performance, while
usually sharing some basic cultural knowledge with the performer, is not necessarily
familiar with their personal background, especially when the comedian is new to the
field (cf. Brodie 2014: 88). The comedian thus has to introduce this background in as
brief and funny a way as possible:
I’m having to explain 20–30 years’ worth of experience as to why something would
cause someone to smile, whereas they [family members] don’t need the explanation, it’s just their life. […] Whereas sometimes when you’re on stage, you try to
find the quickest way to the punchline, ’cause you haven’t got time for 20 years’
worth of explanation. So in many times you have to be, let’s say for a better word,
economical with the truth. So sometimes, rather than being a story of three uncles,
you’d merge it into one uncle... Rather than it be a story that occurred over 20 years,
you’ll turn it into the afternoon. [...] And so to make it funny on stage, the audience
just needs to [understand] quickly: “It’s an uncle, it’s an afternoon, and this happens”. Whereas [in] the actual story it’s three different people, it’s 10 years of things
[...] and 5 different things happened, but you are just picking the funniest one. (FM:
male, 43 years old)
I think for something to be considered an inside joke, it would, it almost needs to
be so decontextualised from the original thing that you like, the original context
doesn’t appear anymore, and so it would take a very long time to explain on stage.
(FM: male, 36 years old)
Another key issue that comedians face when trying to translate their family humour for
public performance is ethics. Comedians’ family members can be easily recognised and
identified in their performances; transforming them into the characters of a stand-up
routine, comic novel or humorous cartoon inevitably involves publicity and creates a
certain typified image of them for the comedian’s audience. Margherita Dore (2018: 116)
argues that “the butt of these jokes [about family and friends] falls outside the comedian–audience relationship; hence, this distance allows both parties to freely express
their sense of superiority by laughing at the targets of the humor”.4 However, even if
the constructed image is not negative, the family members in question and comedians themselves may feel uneasy about using private family humour on stage (Double
2005: 104–105). The issue becomes especially acute when family members are present
in the audience and are easily identifiable. While some of my interviewees preferred to
stay on the safe side by avoiding any mention of their family members in their performances, others used different strategies to mitigate these ethical considerations.
They both [the interviewee’s sons] have type 1 diabetes and I decided to do a show
about the experience of bringing up kids with type 1 diabetes. I’ve never really
done anything that ambitious before. So a lot of the show is about them. […] It’s
interesting, because after I did that, I then went on to perform a kind of version of
Fiadotava: Comedians’ Mediation between Family Humour and Public Performance
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this show for a diabetes organisation. And quite often that was at events aimed at
families affected by diabetes. And the boys [his sons] would be there. And they
would be talked about on stage. And apparently sometimes people would slightly
make fun of them when they’re off playing with their fellow kids. So I completely
got it right. But, you know, that’s quite a long history of comedians talking about
people, real people in their lives. And you know, sometimes, not always those people are happy about that. Well, obviously it’s particularly with your own children,
you are always trying to get it right. I do try! I don’t really talk about them much
on stage anymore. I might tell the odd, you know, story about something that happened years ago. But normally if I do that now, the point of the story will be more
about me than about them. Like they might just be side characters in it, that sort of
thing. (FM: male, 53 years old)
The example above reflects the interviewee’s conflicting emotions about discussing his
children in his stand-up routine. On the one hand, he acknowledges his own efforts (as
well as the efforts of his fellow comedians) to try to strike a balance between humour
and ethics. On the other hand, he acknowledges that he still ended up shifting the focus
from his family members towards self-presentation (on stand-up comedy as self-presentation see, for example, Lindfors 2019a; 2019b).
The tension between ethics and willingness to make fun of one’s family can also be
renegotiated on an extra-textual level, for example, by giving them greater agency and
involving them in the performance more directly:
And I took the chance to do [...] the routine about the jokes, the conversational jokes
of my father and so the MC in the end offered five minutes to my father. It was a
joke, of course, but so that was a nice way to make them [interviewee’s parents], at
least to make him [his father] a part of it, instead of doing just comedy about them,
instead of laughing at them, it was laughing with them, which was nice. (FM: male,
49 years old)
Regardless of whether they incorporate their private humour in their public performance, comedians often reflect on jokes’ transformations when they travel between
the two domains. These transformations have to do with comedians’ differing relationships with the two kinds of audience: the transitory, contingent, asymmetric relationship they have with comedy-goers and the deep, lasting, intimate bond they have with
their families.
Communicative Level
Not only does private humour sometimes make its way into comedians’ public performances, but the reverse is also true: public engagement with humour may also have a
certain effect on the comedian’s family humour. One of my interviewees recalled the
following episode which serves to illustrate this point:
I used to work with a comedian called Billy Johnson [pseudonym], he was a very
funny character, so I’ve talked about it a lot with my wife and daughter, and we
have little kind of running jokes about things that he might have said. (FM: male,
53 years old)
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However, such direct borrowings from public into private communication were rarely
mentioned. Public involvement in comedy tends to manifest itself not at the level of the
content of family folklore, but rather at the level of the modalities of communication.
Given that stand-up comedy elevates the everyday presentation of self (Goffman 1959)
into the public sphere (Brock 2015: 43), it is natural that stage personae and modes of
communication can also be reflected in comedians’ daily routines and family interactions. However, references to public comic personae are mainly implicit and manifested through family members’ ways of addressing the comedian. In some cases, this
interference of the public sphere with private communication can lead to challenges for
a comedian.
And it’s funny, because being a comic, people often think if you are a comedian,
you are open to constant abuse. And that you are ready to combat this with any
kind of joke, any kind of line. I guess it’s like if you are a medic people also tend to
tell you they are sick. If you are a comedian, people constantly try to take you on,
try to get you to sort of, try to fire something at you, that you… because that’s what
we do. [...] And I don’t want it in my personal life, actually, it’s the last thing I really
want. (FM: female, 49 years old)
In the quote above, the cause of the interviewee’s frustration lies on two levels. First, the
intrusion of her public persona into her private life creates certain tensions and leads to
her being the target of a disproportionate amount of aggressive humour (compared to
the way it could have been if her occupation were not related to comedy). Second, earlier in the interview the same comedian mentioned her dislike for aggressive humour
in general and preference towards affiliative jokes, and contrasted this to her mother’s
preferences in family humorous communication.
However, being a comedian can also affect family interactions in a positive way.
Several interviewees testified that their comic work made them more confident in telling jokes in the family setting and generally benefited their storytelling skills. Similarly
to performing gigs on stage, joke-telling in everyday settings “gives expression to personality because joke telling demands an involvement of self” (Bronner 1984: 35) and
involves attention management. The experience of being a comedian proved to be especially relevant in the performance of narrative humorous genres, while puns and other
forms of wordplay were not mentioned in this context. Neither did my interviewees
display much interest in telling canned jokes. Moreover, one of the interviewees explicitly emphasised his reluctance to use this folklore genre: “I’m not a great fan of canned
jokes. I like jokes to be [the] fruit of my mind, my weird way of looking at things. Comedians usually don’t like canned jokes, because they are canned, they are too stale.” (FM:
male, 49 years old)
Not only does this interviewee express his attitude towards canned jokes, but he
also makes an attempt to extrapolate his personal preferences to a more general level of
humorous communication. Such projections were not uncommon in my interviewees’
responses. For example, another interviewee describes her frequent use of humour in
family interactions by noting that “if you are a comic, you just naturally insert a punch”
(FM: female, 49 years old). Thus, another effect of involvement in the sphere of public humour on family interaction is some comedians’ tendency to constantly shift the
modality of communication to the humorous. Comedians’ frequent reliance on humour
Fiadotava: Comedians’ Mediation between Family Humour and Public Performance
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to reframe their interactions as playful (Norrick 1994: 411) can fulfil various functions
in their interpersonal communication (for an overview see, for example, Graham et al.
1992; Ziv 2010). Moreover, by using humour in private settings, comedians can (in)voluntarily refer to their public personae, thus extending the interrelation between public
and private humour to the personal level.
Personal Level
Despite many comedians’ best efforts to keep their comic personae separate from their
private lives, their family members might still include references to their humourrelated public activities in private interactions. Even those who engage in comedy on
an amateur level mentioned frequent references to their hobby in conversations with
family members. The references are often triggered by use of humour in such conversations and revolve around comedians’ perceived ‘funniness’:
If I say something funny, they mock me for not being funny. You know what I
mean? Since it’s my job. “Oh, you should be in comedy!”[...] So they always draw
attention if I make a really awful joke that doesn’t work, or wasn’t funny. (FM:
male, 59 years old)
Every time I crack a joke, she [the interviewee’s partner] always, she laughs, and
then she tries to mock me: “Come on, you are a comedian, I expect something better!” or she comments on how long it took me to come up with a joke since whatever happened. (FM: male, 49 years old)
Nancy Bell (2009: 1830) suggests that when humour fails, it is generally more common
to react with an evaluation of the joke rather than the-joke teller, in order to prevent a
greater face-threat and maintain social harmony. Yet, when the failed humour has been
produced by a comedian, the negative evaluation of the joke is more likely to be accompanied by reflection on their engagement in comedy as well. In fact, this reflection does
not even require the joke to fail: irony or mockery can be triggered by the very act of
making a joke, even if the joke works (i.e., is met with laughter). The overlap between
public and private spheres thus creates a fruitful basis for meta-humorous commentary.
An interesting aspect of this is the (presumed) symbolic authority of the comedians
in the domain of humour, which gives them the power to judge what is funny and what
is not. This is closely connected to the evaluative aspect discussed above, since a reference to the comedian’s superior expertise in the domain of humour production and
appreciation is one of the tactics used to mitigate the consequences of failed humour.
This reference itself can be framed in a humorous manner, thus indicating comedians’
awareness of the vagueness of the category of ‘expert’ in the sphere of humour and their
willingness to engage in self-reflection, which is an integral part of their trade (Lindfors
2019a; 2019b):
And even up to a point when I would tell a joke that’s not really funny, I will say
something that’s not really funny, and then my daughter may go like: “Dad, that’s
not really funny”. And I’d go: “Look, I’m a comedy writer, [...] you know, let me
decide what’s funny, not you, you don’t know…” Things like that. So we kind of
joke about that. (FM: male, 53 years old)
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Comedians’ family members can also perceive humorous communication with them
from another angle: that of the audience of a public comedy show. Even though I did
not have an opportunity to interview comedians’ family members for the present study,
some of the stand-up comedians I spoke with mentioned that their family members
occasionally suggest testing the comedians’ material on them. While trying out stage
material on a small group of people is problematic – especially in the case of stand-up
comedians, whose success or failure, perhaps even more than that of other performance
artists, relies on audience interaction and crowd dynamic – the fact that family members make this suggestion at all points to another overlap between family and public
communication, and shows how the latter can have an effect on the former. The family
members’ reaction to a humorous utterance is conditioned to a certain extent by their
awareness that this utterance may breach the boundaries of their private communication and be appropriated by a wider audience. Being, or even imagining they can be,
an ‘exemplary audience’ also entails a certain responsibility and presupposes engagement with humour on a more profound conceptual level, whereby the family members
must assume the role of an audience that could be quite different from them in terms of
demographics and humorous preferences.
Conceptual Level
Several of my interviewees pointed out that being a comedian (or even a comedian’s
family member) necessitates a better understanding of the nature and mechanisms of
humour, which leads to a re-evaluation of the role of humour in family communication.
As with any other domain, comedy requires certain competences and skills; understanding the mechanisms of humour production and appreciation are certainly among
the most crucial of them. While being aware of the mirthful aspect of comedy, some of
my interviewees also pointed out its other side: “Apart from that, I am aware of the negative side of comedy, I think. I am aware that it could be really hurtful and destructive.
Because it’s quite powerful, it can be quite a destructive thing.” (FM: male, 59 years old)
Side by side with understanding the negative potential of comedy comes an awareness of the dark side of the comedic profession. Although the popular image of “a sad
clown behind a happy mask” must be taken with a pinch of salt (Double 1997: 254–255),
it is a recurrent perception not just in popular culture but also in academic discourse.
Simon Steward and David Thompson’s (2015) research has even suggested that the
very features that condition comedians’ popularity contribute to their reduced longevity. This perception of comedians was also mentioned by several interviewees: “There
are a lot of really miserable comedians, apparently. You know, who are miserable and
don’t have their own lives.” (FM: male, 59 years old)
...[N]ow my fiancée tells me, because she gets to know some comedians through
me, and sometimes comedians get to be a bit sad or depressed in their private life,
and apparently I’m not, so she’s surprised that I’m trying to be funny, that I try
some light, private jokes. (FM: male, 42 years old)
However, as this quote illustrates, when referring to other comedians’ perceived unhappiness and propensity for depression, my interviewees made it clear that this does not
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apply to themselves. By separating their own experience from the general tendency
(debatable though the tendency is), comedians construct a more abstract category of
‘humourist’ and explore the interrelation between the public and the private on an
impersonal level.
CONCLUSION

The account above is by no means an exhaustive overview of how the interconnection
between public and family humour manifests itself in comedians’ lives. Yet, it does
point to multidimensional interplay between the two domains and indicates that, while
private folklore is very much contingent on context, it is often still conditioned by comedians’ public personae and cannot be fully separated from the humour they perform
publicly (Willis 2005: 134–135). By renegotiating various aspects of humour production
and appreciation, comedians act as mediators not only of “cultural codes” (Paton et al.
1988: xv), but also of different modalities of life.
The interaction between family and public humour is far from being unidirectional.
On the one hand, comedians’ public identities may sometimes condition the content
and form of their private humorous performances, as well as the attitude of their family members towards their humorous utterances. On the other hand, family humour
also influences how and what comedians perform, write or draw for a wider audience.
Indeed, personal background and the patterns of family humorous communication
often lie at the core of a comedian’s public humour. Even when these aspects are not
made explicit to the audience, they are subject to comedians’ self-reflection.
Reflexivity is another important feature of professional and amateur comedians’
attitudes towards their family humour. Having constantly to see “oneself as others see
one” (Lindfors 2019a: 5) in the sphere of public humour, they extrapolate this approach
to their family humour and engage with it critically in their family discussions and in
their private contemplations.
The extent to which public humour pervades the private sphere (and the other way
around) depends to a great extent on the particular circumstances of a given family
and on the repertoire of the comedian’s public humour. While it might be difficult to
separate one’s public and private lives – and humour – completely, it is often up to the
comedians and their family members to decide where the boundary lies, and whether
that boundary must always be upheld.
The four levels of interrelation between public and family humour that were discussed in this paper – textual, communicative, personal and conceptual – are mutually
dependent and interweave in various ways. The conceptual level serves as an overarching theoretical framework of comedians’ self-reflection and self-presentation, whereas
the textual, communicative and personal levels refer to different spheres of their performative practices. As comedians themselves, their family members and their audiences often find it difficult (and unnecessary) to separate their texts and communication
styles from their personalities, and thus refrain from maintaining the clear distinction
between their public and private lives.
Comedians’ peculiar situatedness at the intersection between public and private
humour puts them at the crux of this dichotomy. At the same time, a study of their per12
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spectives on the different domains of humour cannot contribute to making the boundaries of this dichotomy clearer. On the contrary, it serves to problematise and highlight
the vagueness of this social construct, illustrating ways how the boundaries between
public and private humour can become fuzzy in a multitude of ways. The particular
context of Great Britain might also account for the results of this study: future comparative research could shed light on whether these interconnections between public and
private humour are universal or culture-specific. The interconnections between public and private humour can thus be viewed as a multidimensional continuum within
which different families and individuals negotiate their humorous communication.
NOTES
1 I will be using the umbrella term ‘comedian’ to refer to all of them from here onwards.
2 A part of this chapter was published as a part of my PhD thesis (Fiadotava 2020b).
3 The success of a joke typically involves eliciting laughter from the audience, but in some
cases the joke teller might pursue the opposite goal: to provoke unlaughter (for a discussion on
unlaughter, see Billig 2005: 192; Smith 2009). Intentional provocation of unlaughter is more typical of public rather than private humour (Marsh 2015: 79–84).
4 For a prominent example of incorporating family members, including as joke targets, into a
stand-up performance, see Titus 2004.
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APPENDIX. QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Do you often joke and laugh with your family members? Do you tell (or read) jokes to each
other? Do you mention any funny stories that happened to you at work/when you go out in your
family conversations?
2. Do you share jokes/funny pictures and videos digitally, and if yes, what kind of humorous
content do you share? Can you cite any example of recently shared humour?
3. Do you make fun of your husband/wife/son/daughter/parents/siblings? Do they make fun
of you? If you/they do what do you usually laugh at? Do you make fun of the appearance (hairstyle, clothes, a desire to get slimmer)? Do you make fun of some habit (snoring, eating habits,
etc.)? Do you make fun of the speech (filler words, speaking too fast/slow, speaking emotionally,
etc.)? Could you please cite any examples of jokes at each other’s expense? How do you react
when someone is making fun of you? How does your husband/wife/child reacts when someone
makes fun of them?
4. Do you share some jokes and phrases with you wife/husband/… that only the two of you
understand? Have there been any incidents that generated your personal idioms? If you have
any, could you please cite any examples?
5. Do you use some humorous phrases from your favourite films/TV programmes/books? If
you do, could you please cite any examples?
6. Do you share with you wife/husband… some humorous rituals and traditions that are
related to getting up/going to bed, eating, meeting/parting, visits to the cinema/theatre/friends
and family? If you do, could you please cite any examples?
7. Do you use some special funny gestures when you speak, walk, travel together, watch the
movies, etc.? If you do, could you please cite any examples?
8. Do you use any funny forms of your names or nicknames when you speak to each other?
Are there any names or nicknames that you use only on special occasions? If there are, could you
please cite any examples?
9. Do you think the fact that you are a professional/amateur comedian influences your family
communication? Why (not)? If it does, in what way?
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